What is friendship? Everyone has different thinking about friendship. Someone think friendship is the love between friends. When friends play together, have meal together, have lessons, they have their friendship.

Friendship is a relationship between the friends. What do friendship do? Friendship do not do anything. It is just a relationship. So what do friend do? Different kind of friends do different things. For an example, if your friend is a kind person, she/he will helps you to do many things, such as teach you something...... But if your friend is a bad person, he or she will seldom or never helps you. How can you make friend? As I say, Different kinds of friends do different things.

Then, Different kind of person make friendship in different ways. For an example, if you are a sociable person, you can make friends more easily. Even a person who you only say ‘Hello’ to is your friend. Your friendship is everywhere!

Friends should love and care each other!